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Abstract Focusing on the physical interaction be-1

tween people and machines within safety con-2

straints in versatile situations, this paper proposes3

a new, efficient, coupled elastic actuation (CEA)4

to provide future human-machine systems with5

an intrinsically programmable stiffness capacity6

to shape the output force corresponding to the7

deviation between human motions and the set8

positions of the system. As a possible CEA sys-9

tem, a prototype of a two degrees of freedom (2-10

DOF) continuous-state coupled elastic actuator11

(CCEA) is designed to provide a compromise be-12

tween performance and safety. Using a pair of an-13

tagonistic four-bar linkages, the inherent stiffness14

of the system can be adjusted dynamically. In15

addition, the optimal control in a simple various16

stiffness model is used to illustrate how to find17

the optimal stiffness and force trajectories. Using18

the optimal control results, the shortest distance19
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control is proposed to control the stiffness and 20

force trajectory of the CCEA. Compared to state- 21

of-the-art variable stiffness actuators, the CCEA 22

system is unique in that it can achieve near-zero 23

mechanical stiffness efficiently and the shortest 24

distance control provides an easy way to control 25

various stiffness mechanisms. Finally, a CCEA 26

exoskeleton is built for elbow rehabilitation. Sim- 27

ulations and experiments are conducted to show 28

the desired properties of the proposed CCEA sys- 29

tem and the performance of the shortest distance 30

control. 31

Keywords Variable stiffness mechanism · 32

Variable stiffness control · Optimal control · 33

Continuous-state coupled elastic actuation 34

1 Introduction 35

In modern robotics, physical human-robot inter- 36

action (pHRI) is the current focus. Considering 37

the trade-off between safety and performance, 38

robots are designed to be intrinsically safe for 39

human-robot interaction [1, 2]. In particular, ro- 40

bots, which provide services during labor short- 41

ages or assist the disabled with daily activities due 42

to longevity problems, are the major focuses. 43

To achieve safe and efficient manipulation, the 44

designs should consider all mechanisms, electron- 45

ics, control, and software architectures. Although 46
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modifying the controllers of rigid robots with ad-47

ditional sensors has demonstrated effectiveness in48

safe manipulation [3–5], some performance lim-49

itations, however, are due to the imperfect me-50

chanical design [1, 6, 7]. In particular, passive51

compliance mechanisms that reduce transmission52

stiffness are regarded as one of the most promising53

designs.54

Recently, several safe and efficient robot actua-55

tion techniques have been proposed, such as series56

elastic actuators (SEAs) [6–13], programmed im-57

pedance actuators [14, 15], and variable stiffness58

actuators [15–22]. In all these designs, a criti-59

cal feature is the stiffness of the series elastic60

component, which dominates the bandwidth and61

the payload capacity of the overall system, and62

therefore the safety level in the pHRI field. Most63

of the works cited are designed with a constant64

stiffness. Although these mechanisms possess in-65

trinsic safety, the control performance is sacrificed66

because of the necessary stability for various67

users and tasks. Distinct from designed actuators68

with constant stiffness, the human muscular sys-69

tem possesses inherent advantages in its adaptive,70

elastic nature, resulting in minimized work and71

peak power [23–25], which, in the actuator as-72

pect, reduces the required weight of the actuator73

[22, 26–28]. Therefore, variable stiffness actuation74

plays an important role in the next generation of75

robotics.76

To realize the stiffness adaptively, a popular77

approach is to implement two opposing actuators78

of similar capacity in series with variable stiffness79

elements. By utilizing two actuators, the magni-80

tude of the output is determined by the com-81

mon motion of the actuators, whereas the stiffness82

can be changed according to differential motion83

[17, 20, 29]. Due to the antagonistic setting, the84

actuators are required to consistently exert torque85

on the output link to maintain stiffness, which86

results in a large waste of energy.87

To design a more practical actuation that can88

be used adaptively in rehabilitative and assistive89

motions, a continuous-state coupled elastic actu-90

ator (CCEA) is introduced. The main contribu-91

tion of this work is the realization of the CCEA92

mechanism, the formulation of the optimal con-93

trol problem for general variable stiffness control, 94

and the shortest distance optimization method 95

for the CCEA or any type of variable stiffness 96

mechanism. 97

The design concept and mechanical proper- 98

ties of the proposed mechanism are addressed in 99

Section 2. A possible optimal stiffness and equilib- 100

rium position control in a simple various stiffness 101

mode is proposed in Section 3. The stiffness and 102

force control of the CCEA by the shortest dis- 103

tance control method is proposed in Section 4. 104

The mechanical property of the CCEA, the sim- 105

ulation results, and the experimental results are 106

derived and explained in Section 5. Simulations 107

and experiments are also addressed. Finally, the 108

conclusion follows. 109

2 Design of a Continuous-State Elastic Actuator 110

The purpose of the continuous-state elastic ac- 111

tuator (CEA) is to generate the reaction force 112

profile relating the deviation of the output link 113

to the set position of the system by using a set 114

of components with different elastic properties. 115

As shown in Fig. 1, compared with typical com- 116

pliant actuators, the coupled elastic elements and 117

stiffness-adjusting mechanisms do not move with 118

the output link. Therefore, the inertia of the out- 119

put can be kept as small as possible, and the 120

operation range of the output position could theo- 121

retically be unlimited. Although the output is not 122

directly connected to the input via the coupled 123

elastic elements, it still possesses a similar effect 124

as the typical SEA, in which the output force is 125

zero, if no reaction force is provided by the elastic 126

elements. Moreover, the power input is always 127

protected, since it is virtually decoupled from the 128

output link. 129

In this paper, a new CCEA system is con- 130

structed using a pair of antagonistic four-bar link- 131

ages. The CCEA, as one of the CEAs, can dy- 132

namically adjust the stiffness of the system by 133

tuning the equilibrium position of the preload. 134

The detailed working principles and the design are 135

addressed in the following section. 136
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Fig. 1 Comparison of
topology of the proposed
general variable stiffness
coupled elastic actuators
approach and typical
series elastic/variable
elastic actuators

Power
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Adjusting
Input

Typical Series Elastic Actuator/
Variable Stiffness Series Elastic Actuators

High output inertia/mass

Power
Input

output

Adjusting
Input

Proposed Variable Stiffness Coupled
Elastic Actuators

Low output inertia/mass

2.1 CCEA Design Concept - Single Four-Bar137

Linkage138

First, we consider a single four-bar linkage with an139

extensional linear spring configured as in Fig. 2,140

where the mass of the stiffness adjuster is Mac, the141

mass of the output carriage is Mca, the stiffness142

adjusting force is Fac, the displacement of the143

stiffness adjuster is Xac, the displacement of the144

output carriage is Xca, and the external load force145

is F1. The length of the linkages, R1 and R2, are set146

to be R for convenience. Thus, the transmission147

angle of the four-bar linkage β ∈ (0, 2π) can be148

defined as follows:

Q2

149

β = cos−1

(
X

2R

)
, (1)

lFacF

1R

1R 2R

2R

acM
caM

acX
caX

cax
cay

acx

acy

Y

X

Fig. 2 Topology of the proposed continuous-state

where the displacement between the stiffness ad- 150

juster and the output mass is 151

X = 2R − Xac + Xca, (2)

and the potential energy stored in the spring of the 152

CCEA can be formulated as 153

P (X) = 1

2
Kt�Y2 = 1

2
Kt (Y − Y0)

2 , (3)

where Y0 (X0) =
√

4R2 − X2
0 is the non-stressed 154

length, and Kt is the stiffness constant of the linear 155

spring. Due to the deflection �Y of the linear 156

spring, the restored force on the output link, which 157

is the function of the geometry, can be written as 158

follows: 159

F (X) = ∂ P
∂ X

= −Kt · X

⎛
⎝1 −

√
4R2 − X2

0

4R2 − X2

⎞
⎠ . (4)

Thus, the stiffness is: 160

K (X) = ∂2 P
∂ X2

= ∂ F
∂ X

= −Kt

[
1 − (

4R2 − X2
)− 1

2
(
4R2 − X2

0

) 1
2

+Kt X2
(
4R2−X2

)− 3
2
(
4R2−X2

0

) 1
2

]

= −Kt

[
1 − (

4R2 − X2
)− 1

2
(
4R2 − X2

0

) 1
2

+X2
(
4R2−X2

)− 3
2
(
4R2−X2

0

) 1
2

]

(5)
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Fig. 3 Topology of the antagonistic coupled elastic
actuation

2.2 CCEA Design Concept - Antagonistic161

Four-Bar Linkages162

Using the model derived above, the intrinsic prop-163

erties of a pair of antagonistically identical four-164

bar linkages with two extensional linear springs165

are shown in Fig. 3, in which the total deflection 166

of the system Xca is defined such that 167

X1 = 2R − Xac + Xca; X2 = 2R − Xac − Xca

R = 12.2mm; X0 = 14mm; Kt = 62
(
N

/
mm

)
(6)

168
⎧⎨
⎩

PCCEA (Xac, Xca) = P1 (X1) + P2 (X2)

FCCEA (Xac, Xca) = F1 (X1) − F2 (X2)

KCCEA (Xac, Xca) = K1 (X1) + K2 (X2)

. (7)

2.3 Practical CCEA Design and Working 169

Principle 170

Based on the proposed design, the resultant 171

CCEA is shown in Fig. 4. In this design, a worm 172

drives a worm gear through a pair of four-bar link- 173

ages with linear extensional springs and a set of 174

coupled parallel soft linear compression springs, 175

which initially restrain the movement of the worm 176

shaft in its axial direction; two additional motors 177

Fig. 4 Continuous-state
coupled elastic actuator. a
The fabricated CCEA. b
A three-dimensional view
of the CCEA

(a)

(b)

Motor 1

Motor 2
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control the output force and the stiffness of the178

system.179

Figure 5a shows how the stiffness can be ad-180

justed by Motor 2. The rotation of Motor 2 drives181

a both-end-thread screw along which two mov-182

able blocks and stiffness adjusters are conveyed183

simultaneously. Then the associated transmission184

angles of the four bar linkages change. Figure 5b185

shows how the force can be generated by Motor186

1. The rotation of Motor 1 drives the worm that187

drives the worm gear directly coupled with the188

(b)

(c)

moving moving

2motor

Coupled parallel
springs

Back side view
Stiffness
Adjusters

Output shaft

Both-end-thread
screw

1motor

output

en

en

1motor 1motorFrontBack

(a)

FenFen

Fig. 5 Stiffness adjustment process and continuous-state
coupled elastic actuation mechanism. a Motor 2 drives the
stiffness adjusters that carry a pair of four-bar linkage.
b Motor 1 drives the output shaft via a worm and gear
pair. Output torque will be generated only when there is
environment torque on the output link. c Load torque on
the output shaft moves the worm, and shortens one hand
side springs and lengthens the other hand side springs

t1.1Table 1 Specifications of the CCEA actuator Q3
t1.2Weight (include the motor) 800 g

t1.3Length*Width*Height 60 × 600 × 74 mm3

t1.4Reduction Ratio of Input 1:30
t1.5to Output
t1.6Reduction Ratio of a Gear 1:1
t1.7to a Pinion
t1.8Rated Output Torque 13 Nm
t1.9Rated Output Speed 86 deg/sec

t1.10Base Soft / Hard Spring 62 / 171 Nm/mm
t1.11Stiffness
t1.12Max. Output Link Deflection ±72◦
t1.13Stroke of the Stiffness Adjuster 12 mm

t1.14*The input motor used in this design is Faulhaber DC-
micromotor 2657G024CR with a 26A gearhead that has a
1:13 reduction ratio.

output linkage. Figure 5c shows the mechanism 189

of the variable stiffness actuation. When external 190

force is exerted on the output linkage, the worm 191

gear moves, and the spring compresses on one side 192

and lengthens on the other side. Finally, Table 1 193

shows the specification of the CCEA mechanism. 194

3 Optimal Stiffness Control in a Simple Model 195

of Variable Stiffness Actuation 196

To control the stiffness and the output force of 197

this two degrees of freedom (2-DOF) CCEA, 198

we adopt optimal control, which is used widely 199

in problems of mechanisms [2, 4]. Because the 200

influence on the stiffness of the two motors is cou- 201

pled, the nonlinear system is too complex for con- 202

ventional optimal control. Therefore, the CCEA 203

model is simplified as the decoupled model, in 204

which only one of the motors can control the 205

stiffness. This simple variable stiffness model is 206

modeled as an ideal variable stiffness actuation, so 207

the stiffness and the equilibrium position can be 208

controlled directly and independently. Although 209

the nominal model is different from the real 210

CCEA model, the nominal model simplifies the 211

design of the stiffness and the output force. Be- 212

cause the CCEA mechanism is mainly composed 213

of a worm and a worm gear, Motor 1 and Motor 2 214

are modeled as a non-back drivable system shown 215

in Fig. 6. The mass, damper, and force of Motor 1 216

are m1, B1, and u1. The mass, damper, and force of 217

Motor 2 are m2, B2, and u2. The displacements of 218
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1z

3z

1B

2B

1u

2u

1m

2m

1 3

3 0
gk k z

z

Fig. 6 The CCEA can be modeled as this simplified modelQ4
with two motors. The mass, damper, and force of Motor 1
are m1, B1, and u1. The mass, damper, and force of Motor
2 are m2, B2, and u2. The displacements of Motor 1 and
Motor 2 are z1 and z2. The stiffness of the spring in the
four-bar linkage is kg. Motor 1 is used to actuate the output
link, and Motor 2 is used to change the stiffness (k1) of the
CCEA

Motor 1 and Motor 2 are z1 and z2. The stiffness219

of the spring in the four-bar linkage is kg. Motor 1220

is used to actuate the output link, and Motor 2 is221

used to change the stiffness (k1) of the CCEA.222

With suitable variable stiffness, the energy ef-223

ficiency and the dynamic range of the actuation224

can be improved [30]. Therefore, the requirement225

for the size and the weight of the actuator can226

be reduced, and the CCEA system can be more227

compact and competent. As in the introduction,228

the muscular system has excellent adaptive non-229

linearity originating from the variable stiffness230

mechanism of muscles that can minimize the work231

and peak power in various tasks [23–28]. In this232

paper, we adopt this idea of minimizing the work233

and peak power in the actuator design [28, 31].234

However, the other variable stiffness optimiza-235

tion methods consider the cost function regarding236

the control input, kinetic energy, and potential237

energy [32, 33]. To investigate the effect of the238

control input, kinetic energy, and the potential en- 239

ergy on the system, three different cost functions 240

are chosen based on the following definition of 241

optimality. 242

Definition of Optimality 243

The stiffness and the equilibrium position are op- 244

timal if 245

1. the energy of the cost function is minimized, 246

2. the total deflection of Motor 1 and Motor 2 247

are the least. 248

Since Motor 1 controls the equilibrium position, 249

and Motor 2 controls the stiffness, the second 250

requirement is more than a realistic limitation, 251

which limits the stroke of Motor 1 and Motor 252

2. For instance, too soft stiffness implies a large 253

deflection of Motor 1, which cannot be achieved 254

in real use. 255

According to the definition of optimality, the 256

cost function is chosen as shown, where J0 is cho- 257

sen as the l2-norm of the control input, the dis- 258

placement, the velocity, and the tracking error, 259

J1 is the l2-norm of the control input, the displace- 260

ment, and the tracking error, and J2 is the l2-norm 261

of the displacement and the tracking error. The 262

parameters are defined as follows. 263

z1 : Displacement of motor 1
z3 : Displacement of motor 2
u1 : Control input of equilibrium point
Z1 : Control input of adjusted stiffness Q5
Output Force : y = k1z1 = (kgz3)z1 kg is set as 1
Tracking Force Trajectory : r(t)=sin(2π t), t = 0∼1

264

The cost functions are: 265

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min J0 =
∫ T

0
z (t)T z (t) + u (t)T u (t) + 100 ∗ (

kgz1z3 − r (t)
)2

dt

min J1 =
∫ T

0
z (t)T Rz (t) + u (t)T u (t) + 100 ∗ (

kgz1z3 − r (t)
)2

dt

min J2 =
∫ T

0
z (t)T Rz (t) + 100 ∗ (

kgz1z3 − r (t)
)2

dt

(8)
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z(t) = [z1(t) z2(t) z3(t) z4(t)]T ; R = diag([1 0 1 0]);266

u(t) = [u1(t) u2(t)]T subject to267

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ż1 = z2

ż2 = − B1

m1
z2 + 1

m1
u1

ż3 = z4

ż4 = − B2

m2
z4 + 1

m2
u2

z3 > 0

(9)

268

Solving non-quadratic optimal control with state269

inequality and constrained equality is not easy.270

To solve the optimization, control vector para-271

meterization (CVP) is considered. Control vector272

parameterization known as the direct sequential273

method is a direct optimization method for solving274

optimal control problems. The basic idea of direct275

optimization methods is to discretize the control276

problem in the time domain and states, and then277

apply nonlinear programming (NLP) techniques278

to the resulting finite-dimensional optimization279

problem. This method is easy to implement, but280

the computation increases as the discretization281

becomes finer. Although it is impossible for real-282

time optimal control, in our study, CVP is mainly283

used to illustrate the method of adjusting the284

stiffness and the output force of the variable285

stiffness mechanism. Together with the shortest286

distance algorithm proposed in Section 4, the real-287

time variable stiffness control is possible with pre-288

computed CVP. In this paper, the CVP program289

is based on the MATLAB library, DOTcvp (Dy-290

namic Optimization Toolbox with Control Vector291

Parameterization) [34]. The method breaks the292

control input into piecewise vectors, and each293

Table 2 The main Q3
procedure of the shortest
distance control method
for force and stiffness
control in CCEA

Set an initial value in Point P(0)

t2.1For k=0, ...., m−1. m is the number of total trajectory points.
t2.2Step 1 From force lookup table Flookup_table(Xac, Xca),
t2.3search those points Pi =(Xac, Xca) satisfy that the
t2.4force of those points are near next force command r(k+1).
t2.5Find |Flookup_table(Pi) − r(k+1)| <δ, δ = 0.01
t2.6Step 2 Find the point P∗ = (

X∗
ac, X∗

ca
)

which has the minimum
t2.7cost J∗

sd = ‖P(k) − P∗‖2

t2.8Step 3 P(k + 1) = P∗
i

t2.9End

piecewise vector is an approximation of the real 294

optimal control policy, such as constant, linear, or 295

polynomial approximation. With the chosen sensi- 296

tivity coefficients, which are the partial derivation 297

of state variables regarding decision variables, the 298

problem can be solved by using a general non- 299

linear programming solver. Here, we chose the 300

nonlinear optimization solver FMINCON [35] in 301

MATLAB, which uses sequential quadratic pro- 302

gramming (SQP) to find the minimum of the 303

constrained differentiable nonlinear multivariable 304

function. Owing to the curse of dimensionality, 305

the computational burden and the memory re- 306

quirement of CVP increase exponentially with the 307

size of the problem. However, for the size of our 308

problem, it can still be solved in finite time. 309

4 Force and Stiffness Control in CCEA with the 310

Shortest Distance Algorithm 311

In Section 3, optimal control for the simple vari- 312

able stiffness model is discussed. However, the 313

method for controlling the stiffness and force of 314

the CCEA is still not clear. The assumptions for 315

controlling the variable stiffness actuation imply 316

that one of the best ways to control the CCEA 317

is choose the shortest distance from the initial 318

position to the end position, because the shortest 319

distance during each sample period is similar to 320

minimize the velocity term of variable stiffness 321

actuation. Through the simple algorithm shown 322

in Table 2, the complex CCEA optimal problem 323

can be relaxed and approximated by the proposed 324
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Fig. 7 The control flow of
the CCEA torque control

Fr

cax

acx

1u

2u

shortest distance. In this method, the distance of325

Motor 1 and Motor 2 from the current position326

to the next position is calculated, and the value is327

used as the main objective function to minimize.328

The cost function for CCEA force control is the 329

shortest distance in the 2-norm space [36]. d1 is 330

the distance from the current displacement to 331

the next displacement of Xac. d2 is the distance 332

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 8 Properties of the designed CCEA system. a Poten-
tial energy of single four-bar linkage. b Force of single
four-bar linkage. c Stiffness of single four-bar linkage. d

Potential energy of antagonist four-bar linkages. e Force of
antagonist four-bar linkages. f Stiffness of antagonist four-
bar linkages
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from the current deflection to the next deflection333

of Xca.334

Jsd =
√

d2
1 + d2

2 (10)

The parameters for CCEA force control are335

defined as follows.336

r(k) : the current force command
r(k + 1) : the next force command
P(k) : the current deflection and displacement

of motors
P(k + 1) : the next deflection and displacement

of motorsQ5
Pi : those points which force are near r(k + 1)

P∗ : the optimal point of Pi

Flookup_table(Xac, Xca) : The force lookup table
Klookup_table(Xac, Xca) : The stiffness lookup table

337

The control scheme is illustrated as follows.338

First, an arbitrary force trajectory is defined by339

the user to generate the force profile. Second,340

optimal control is used to find the correspond-341

ing trajectories of Xac and Xca that minimize the342

cost function. Once the position trajectory is gen-343

erated, two independent position proportional-344

derivative (PD) controllers are used to control345

the two actuators. The control flow is shown in346

Fig. 7, in which the force profile regarding the347

displacement of Xac and the deflection of Xca by348

Eqs. 4 and 6 is stored as Fig. 8e. With the lookup349

table, the optimal force command can be easily350

approximated. Those points are calculated. The351

cost and the point with the minimum cost are the352

optimal results for the next displacement of Xac353

and deflection of Xca. The major advantage of this354

algorithm is that it computes quickly and is easily355

implemented, since it does not need a complicated356

nonlinear optimal control algorithm.357

To verify the proposed method, an upper-358

extremity exoskeleton system based on the pro-359

posed CCEA actuator is adopted, as shown in360

Fig. 9. To satisfy individual needs of the elbow361

exoskeleton, a level arm with a forearm holder362

and an upper-arm holder is designed to move363

with a subject’s forearm and arm. To track the364

position reference generated in optimal control,365

a simple position PD controller is used to control366

the deflection of Xca and the displacement ofXac.367

Fig. 9 CCEA exoskeleton for a human elbow

The proportional gain is 120, the derivative gain 368

is 10, and the variable fed into the PID loop is 369

the encoder counts. Finally, a simple experiment is 370

conducted to demonstrate the performance of the 371

force and stiffness control of the CCEA, in which 372

the output link is fixed, the force reference com- 373

mand is given, and the trajectories of the actuators 374

and the force generated by CCEA are collected to 375

illustrate the performance of the shortest distance 376

algorithm. 377

5 Results and Discussion 378

5.1 CCEA Potential Energy, Force, and Stiffness 379

The stiffness, force, and potential energy of sin- 380

gle and antagonist four-bar linkage are shown 381

in Fig. 8. The system demonstrates different me- 382

chanical properties efficiently by adjusting Xac, 383

especially, near zero mechanical stiffness, which is 384

rare compared to state-of-art designs. The CCEA 385

with various mechanical properties can regulate 386

safety and performance in various tasks. Briefly, 387

the variable stiffness actuators can be achieved 388

by the nonlinear displacement mechanism with a 389

constant stiffness structure [11–17] or a nonlinear 390

stiffness structure with constant displacement [10]. 391

The CCEA is a nonlinear displacement mecha- 392

nism with a constant stiffness structure, nonlin- 393

ear displacement is achieved with four-bar link- 394

age, and adjusting the preload of the constant 395
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Fig. 10 Average stiffness
of antagonistic four-bar
linkages

spring can change the natural stiffness curve of the396

CCEA. Compared to previous compliant or stiff397

actuators, an actuator using the proposed CCEA398

approach not only exhibits the desired ranges of399

intrinsic output impedance but also performs ad-400

justable force profiles corresponding to the devia-401

tion between human motions and the set positions402

of the system. Moreover, the output stiffness can403

be controlled by using an incomparable, prompt,404

and relatively small adjusting actuator while405

delivering output force using coupled parallel406

elasticity.407

The result for the average stiffness with408

different displacement of Xac is shown in Fig. 10.409

The figure reveals an interesting result: The410

stiffness decreases as Xac increases and ranges411

from 80.703 N/mm to −21.009 N/mm. When the412

displacement of Xac is 16.327 (the angle of β is ap-413

proximate to 70.678 degrees), the average stiffness414

is approximately zero. The curve is approximate415

to Eq. 11.416

k1 =kg
(
0.0109X2

ac − 0.4774Xac+4.8861
)
, kg =62

(11)

By observing the potential energy of the antago-417

nistic four-bar linkage, when the value of Xac is418

larger than 16.327, the deflection of Xca makes the419

CCEA store energy. In contrast, when the value420

of Xac is smaller than 16.327, the deflection of Xca421

makes the CCEA release energy. The additional422

property of native stiffness may have another423

unknown useful benefit, but this paper mainly424

considers variable stiffness from zero to a suitable 425

value, such as 80 N/mm. Finally, this property 426

can be achieved easily through the antagonistic 427

mechanism. 428

5.2 Results for Optimal Control in a Simple 429

Model of Variable Stiffness Actuation 430

The results for the optimal stiffness and equilib- 431

rium position for variable stiffness actuation are 432

shown in Fig. 11. The aim of the cost function 433

J0 is to minimize the two norms of the control 434

input, displacement, velocity, and tracking error. 435

The result for J0 shows the change rate of the 436

stiffness and velocity of the equilibrium point are 437

lower than J1 and J2, especially for J2. From the 438

high to low value, the average stiffness is J0, J1, 439

and J2. This implies that the average stiffness 440

increases as the frequency increases as the cost 441

function includes the control input (u1 &u2), dis- 442

placement of the equilibrium point (z1), velocity 443

of the equilibrium point (z2), stiffness (z3), and 444

stiffness change rate (z4). J1 minimizes the two 445

norms of the control input, displacement, and 446

tracking error. Because minimizing the two norms 447

of velocity is similar to minimizing kinetic energy, 448

which is part of the input energy, the result for 449

J1 is similar to that for J0. However, J2 minimizes 450

only the two norms of displacement and tracking 451

error. The result for J2 is much different from that 452

for J1 and J0. To observe the results of three cost 453

functions, the relationship between the stiffness 454
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Fig. 11 Optimal control
result of three objective
functions with force
trajectory of 10 sin(2πt)
in a simple model of
variable stiffness
actuation. a Result for
optimal control J0. b
Result for optimal control
J1. c Result for optimal
control J2Q4
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(a)

and the equilibrium point can approximated as455

follows:456

kgz3 ≈ |z1| , z3 > 0 (12)

457

F = kgz3z1 ≈ kgz2
3 (13)

z3 ≈
√

F
/

kg. (14)

The optimal results happened as the stiffness is 458

proportional to the equilibrium point. As de- 459

scribed, the result shows some properties are 460
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Fig. 11 (continued)Q4

(b)
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similar to human muscle. According to Farahat461

and Herr [37], the human muscle force model is462

modeled such that the muscle force is bilinear in463

the equilibrium position and the muscle activation464

level, and the stiffness is proportional to the mus-465

cle activation level. In two opposite types of move-466

ments, the muscle activation will increase. One 467

is the fixed output angle with slowly increasing 468

muscle force, and the other is rapid free motion 469

without a fixed output angle. The first condition is 470

the muscle performance in low frequency, and the 471

second is in high frequency. In the first condition, 472
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Fig. 11 (continued)Q4

(c)
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the stiffness increases as the force increases. In473

the second condition, the stiffness increases as the474

frequency increases. Those properties are similar475

to the results for optimal variable stiffness control.476

In addition, the relationship of stiffness, force, and477

motion frequency is possibly generated according478

to the minimum energy consumed in nature. Al- 479

though the model is only a simple CCEA model, 480

the property of system with coupled stiffness and 481

equilibrium position is similar to the system with 482

independent stiffness and equilibrium position. 483

They will have similar results in minimizing the 484
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Fig. 12 Force and
stiffness trajectories of
different objective
functions in a simple
variable stiffness
actuation
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energy of the control input, state variables, and485

tracking error.486

5.3 Simulation Results for Force and Stiffness487

Control in the CCEA488

The results for the simple variable stiffness actua-489

tion are shown in Fig. 12, and the results for the490

CCEA force and stiffness control are shown in491

Fig. 13. The different cost functions are compared492

in Fig. 12, which reveals the trajectory of J2 is493

similar to the trajectory of Jsd and the optimal494

method of Jsd is easier and faster than the optimal495

control method of J2.496

The results for the force and stiffness trajec-497

tory in the CCEA are shown in Fig. 13. It re-498

veals the results for a coupled mechanism, such499

as the CCEA, and an independent mechanism,500

such as a simple various stiffness mechanism, are501

similar. The mechanisms have similar force and 502

stiffness trajectories, although they have different 503

mechanisms. 504

5.4 Experimental Results for Assistive Control 505

The control result is shown in Fig. 14, and the 506

trajectories of Xac and Xca are shown in Fig. 15. 507

The solid line is the force command, the dashed 508

line is the measured force from the potentiometer 509

and encoder of the CCEA, and the dotted line is 510

the tracking error. The errors come mainly from 511

the output backlash of the worm and the worm 512

gear, the steady state error of the PD position con- 513

trol, the torque error from the cross term of the 514

actuator position tracking error, and the trunca- 515

tion error from the force lookup table. The error 516

from backlash can be induced by considering the 517

backlash in the dynamic equation. The state error 518

Fig. 13 Force and
stiffness trajectories of
Jsd in the CCEAQ4
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Fig. 14 Experimental
results for the force and
stiffness control in the
CCEA
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of the PD control and the torque error from the519

cross term from the actuation position tracking520

error can be reduced by choosing a suitable PD521

gain or applying some nonlinear control, such as522

a sliding mode control to minimize the position523

error in each actuator. The truncation error can524

be reduced with a more precise lookup table,525

but it will increase the computation time. The526

experimental results show slight tracking errors.527

However, these errors are relatively small. Finally,528

the proposed system provides a gentle way to529

accomplish various tasks, and the various stiffness530

and force controls are achieved by the shortest531

distance between the current point and the next532

point. The benefits are shorter computation time533

and the ease of implementing any type of various534

stiffness mechanism. The system does not need to535

know the precise mechanical modes of the various536

stiffness mechanisms.537

6 Conclusions 538

In this paper, a novel CCEA approach, a general 539

optimal control for variable stiffness control, and 540

the shortest path control for variable stiffness and 541

force controls in the CCEA have been proposed 542

to give a robot system an intrinsically program- 543

mable stiffness capacity. As a possible design of 544

the proposed actuation approach, a CCEA design 545

with adjustable characteristics according to an ap- 546

plied output force and an input force has also been 547

designed to provide a favorable solution via a 548

novel torque transmission mechanism with a pair 549

of four-bar linkages. The proposed CCEA system 550

possesses intrinsic advantages of being adjustable 551

to compromise safety with performance and pro- 552

viding flexibility for an individual user with good 553

performance. In addition, the optimal control and 554

the shortest distance control are used to choose 555

Fig. 15 Command
trajectory on force and
stiffness contour
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the optimal stiffness and force trajectories. The556

conclusions are the shortest distance control has557

similar results as the optimal control method and558

can be implemented and extended very easily559

to any type of various stiffness mechanism. In560

the future, estimating human muscle stiffness and561

using human impedance to change the stiffness562

for the best performance and safety should be563

researched and addressed. Considering the re-564

peatability in the application of assistive humans565

or rehabilitation, the repeatability analysis of this566

CCEA is also important. Future work will also567

conduct the repeatability test in rehabilitation and568

assistive exercise in a clinic. In summary, the pro-569

posed CCEA approach with the proposed shortest570

distance control are good choices for providing571

future human-machine systems with an intrinsic572

way to deal with different requirements and to573

help individuals with weak muscle ability.574
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